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studied by Chen et.al. [2], the size of objects can be
measured, for which the traditional way based on
Euclidean geometry is failed. An image morphing
based on pixel transformation approach that is
proposed by Rahman et.al. [3] depict the transformation of pixels with their neighborhoods; this
method is organized with the replacement of the pixel
values of a source image and convolving the neighbor
with the help of a mask that is fast and efficient for
image morphing. An interesting work on L-system
and 3D IFS fractal simulation that is conducted by
Fang and Lifeng [4] can create a realistic 3D tree
model successfully through the combination between
generating the branch by L-system and generating the
leaf by IFS. In their paper Wang et.al [5] propose a
new method of drawing 3D plants. Through the
observation, plants have the golden sections around
34.4 and 55.6 degrees of a branch angle 90 degree as a
standard. The bamboo, herb and poplar tree as the
examples of 3D plants IFS are reconstructed under
OpenGL environment. In their paper Zhuang et.al [6]
study a morphing IFS fractal by calculating local
attractor’s coarse convex-hull and selecting rotation
matching between IFSs. The morphing procedure of
two IFS’s fractal attractors is done by interpolating the
parameters of the iterated function.

ABSTRACT
Based on a family of transitional 3D IFS code, the
attractive metamorphic animation of 3D fractal images
between two kinds of 3D fractal images can be
conducted. To show an animation which is looked
natural, two kinds of 3D fern-like IFS fractal are chosen
with small difference of orientation in both x-axis and zaxis directions or horizontally and also in y-axis
direction or vertically. There are two ways of animation
is conducted, those are with and without spin
animations. The spin animation exhibits the three
dimensional point of view and the other animation
exhibits the accuracy of gradual changing from the start
image to the target image without lost of orientation.
The 3D IFS code sets as the start and target objects
should be in a family of transitional 3D IFS code,
otherwise the result of the metamorphic animation will
show a strange transition effect

Keywords: Metamorphic Animation, 3D IFS code, 3D
fern-like IFS fractal, transitional 3D IFS code, spin
I.

INTRODUCTION

The morphing animation techniques is always
interesting, on both 2D and especially 3D images.
Metamorphic animation of 3D IFS code fractal can be
accomplished by interpolating the IFS code
coefficients between the start and target images. The
problem is the transitional images as the results of
metamorphic animation are not always looked natural
to represent the in between appearance of both start
and target images. Fortunately there is a solution to
overcome the problem, that is by choosing the right
order of functions in the IFS code as the
representation of affine transformation functions of
both start and target fractal images
II.

III. FRACTAL IN 3D IFS CODE
A.

Fractal and IFS Code
Normally object has one, two or three
dimensions, such as point, line, or filled rectangle. If
an object has fractional dimension, then it is classified
as a fractal object [7], such as Koch curve, Sierpinsky
gasket, and many others. One way to encode fractal
object is by IFS code [9] [10] and the most famous
IFS object fractal is Barnsley fern fractal which has
four contractive functions of IFS code [10]. Actually
there is another way to construct plant-like fractal
objects, such as by L-system [4], but for the case of
morphing animation is more suitable using the IFS
model that can be realized by interpolating between
the coefficients of the IFS code of the source and
target objects [2].

RELATED WORK

The work on IFS fractal interpolation for 2D and
3D visualization that is conducted by Wittenbrink [1]
has tremendous speed advantage over ray tracing and
the interpolations may be used to give an indication of
the uncertainty of the data and may allow more
accurate data analysis. Through the work on fractalbased algorithm for metamorphic animation that is
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iteration algorithm. For the sake of the natural
visualization of morphing aniimation from one IFS
code fractal image to the otherr IFS fractal image, the
order of the functions of both fractals should be in a
family of transitional IFS codee which depends on the
type of fractal image. For the 3D
3 fern-like fractal the
order of functions can be soorted by the value of
probability factor and the sign of
o coefficients in the xaxis and the y-axis directions [11]. To describe the
idea of the family of transitionnal 3D IFS code more
clearly, table-I and II show twoo kinds of 3D fern-like
IFS code fractal as an example of the IFS code pair of
the start and target images paair that have the selfaffine function order based onn the representation of
the same part of object, the first order is the skeleton
representation, the second and the third orders are the
right and left sides representattion and the last is the
representation of top part of obbject. The order of both
IFS code sets also are set baased on the increasing
value of the probability valuues of the self-affine
functions

B.

3D IFS Code
3D Fractals can be encoded into 3D IFS code
based on 3D affine transformattion function, the
collage theorem and the self simiilarity property of
fractal [8]. In 3D IFS code form, 3D
D fractal has twelve
coefficients, the first nine coefficieents determines the
form of fractal object in three directtions (3D), and the
last three other coefficients determiines the position of
fractal object relatively from the origin of space.
FS fractal can be
Mathematically the typical 3D IF
represented by the-a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k and l
coefficients of the affine transformaation function [10]
as described in figure-1 below.
.
Figure-1. 3D Affine transformaation functions

C.

3D Fern-like IFS Code
The formal example of IFS code
c
fractal is fern
fractal. The fern-like fractals havee four contractive
functions. One function with the sm
mallest probability
factor represents the skeleton of leeaf (usually in the
vertical direction), two functions represent
r
the right
and left side parts of leaf and the last one with the
largest probability factor representss the top of leaf in
vertical direction as described in thhe figure-2 (a & b)
below as an illustration of collagge theorem and in
table-I and table-II as an example of
o 3D fern-like (1)
IFS code and 3D fern-like (2) IFS coode

IV. SPIN AND MORPHING
A.

Spin Around y-axis
One way of animation that can be used to
explore the visualization of 3D
D effects is to rotate the
fractal object around one of thee space axis’s. The best
way to explore the visualizationn of 3D fern-like fractal
that stands at the x-z plane is to rotate it or make it
spinning around the y-axis. The speed of rotation can
be controlled by three subtle chhanges of angle in space
clock wisely or encounterr clock wisely. In
mathematics expression the rotation around the y-axis
can be expressed by the equatioon [12] as described in
figure-3 below
. cos
. cos
. cos
. cos
. cos
. cos

(b)
(a)
Figure-2. Fern-like fractal: model-1 (a), model-2 (b)
TABLE-I An example of 3D fern-llike (1) IFS code
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

J

k

l

0.00
0.20
-.25
0.85

0.00
-.26
0.28
0.04

0.01
-.01
0.01
-.01

0.00
0.23
0.26
-.04

0.26
0.22
0.24
0.85

0.00
-.07
-.07
-.09

0.00
0.07
0.07
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08

0.05
0.24
0.24
0.84

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.80
0.22
0.80

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Figure-3. Spin arouund y-axis
B.

Transition of Metamorphic Animation
The metamorphic transittion between the start
image and target image can be
b made based on the
interpolation of the affine transsformation coefficients
between the two images. Thee rate of metamorphic
changes between the two imagees is determined by the
iteration number in one cyycle of metamorphic
animation. It is a good idea to set
s the speed of rotation
mentioned in above subsecttion and the rate of
metamorphic changes in thhe same fashion, so
periodically the metamorphic chhanges and the rotation
effect can be seen simultaneously, as presented in the
figures (4 and 5) in the next section.
s
An interesting
result is the gradually change of visualization between

TABLE-II An example of 3D fern-like (2) IFS code
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

0.05
0.45
-.45
0.49

-.00
-.22
0.22
-.08

-.00
0.22
-.22
0.08

0.00
0.22
0.22
0.08

0.60
0.45
0.45
0.49

0.00
0.22
0.22
0.08

-.00
-.22
0.22
0.08

-.00
0.22
-.22
-.08

0.05
-.45
0.45
0.49

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
1.00
1.25
2.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Family of Transitional 3D IFSS Code
For a single IFS code fractal image,
i
the order of
contractive functions can be written
w
in random
manner and will not change the form
m of fractal images
as the result of decoding IFS code thhrough the random

D.
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the right and left parts of the objects. The movement
direction of the left and right sides of the source fern
object are in the opposite directions. The left side
moves up and the right side moves down.
V.
A.

The first simulation of animation that shows the
metamorphic changes of the two fern-like fractals is
conducted without the spin animation around the
axis’s or in the steady state as can be seen in the
figure-4 below, as the illustration of the first
simulation (the direction of the top of object is
changed slightly from left to right)

ANIMATION

Metamorphic Animation without Spin

Figure-4. Transitional images of metamorphic animation of fern-like fractals without spin
in 3D visualization effect is conducted with the spin
animation around the y-axis as can be seen in the
figure-5 below, as the illustration of the second
simulation.

B.

Metamorphic Animation with Spin
The second simulation of animation that shows
the metamorphic changes of the two fern-like fractals

Figure-5. Transitional images of metamorphic animation of fern-like fractals with spin
pair of 3D fractal objects with and without spin or
rotation around the y-axis exhibit two kinds of aspect.
The spin metamorphic animation shows 3D
perspective and the no spin metamorphic animation
shows the gradually changes between the source and
target images more clear, especially in showing the
movement of the left and right part of the source

VI. CONCLUSION
A metamorphic animation on a pair of 3D fractal
objects can exhibit a natural animation if the order of
self-affine functions in the 3D IFS code is set as a
family of transitional 3D IFS code, which relatively
represents the same part of object. The animation on a
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object (up and down in the opposite direction) and
also the direction movement of the top (left to right).
[6]

VII. FUTURE WORK
For the related future work of this study, the
research can be extended to study the metamorphic
animation of more than two images of 3D fractal
images based on the family of multi-transitional 3D
IFS code version cyclically

[7]
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